Tour Price  1 Person, Japanese yen, tax included
With Lunch  ¥15,000 - for Adult, ¥11,000 - for Child
Without Lunch  ¥14,000 - for Adult, ¥10,000 - for Child

Itinerary

7:35-8:30 Free Picking up Service from appointed places in Tokyo
8:40/8:50 Meeting & Departure from LOVE statue in front of Shinjuku I-land Tower
10:50-11:10 Lake Kawaguchi
One of Fuji Five Lakes
11:40-12:50 Oshino Shinobi no Sato
“Oshino Ninja Village”
Beautiful Views of Mt. Fuji with Japanese garden!
You can find Japanese traditional culture!
13:00-13:45 Oshino Hakkaï “Eight Ponds”
Excellent view of Mt. Fuji with spring water
and beautiful rural views!
14:30-15:00 Fifth Station of Mt. Fuji
One of the most famous spots in Mt. Fuji!
If we cannot go there,
we will attend highest point on driveway.
If we can go to the first station,
we will attend Fuji Visitor Center as an addition point
15:40-16:30 Fuji Airways (4D Attraction)
All season views of Mt. Fuji!
No need to worry about weather because this is an inside activity.
18:30 Arrive at the West exit of Shinjuku station

Audio Guide is Available!!
English tour Guide will attend the tour.

Tour Planning & Organizing
DOA JAPAN CORPORATION, Travel Division
T/A Japan Panoramic Tours
4F Nishi-Shinjuku AI building, 7-20-11
Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-0023
Tokyo Metropolitan Governor Licensed Travel Agency 2-7051

Sales on Consignment

Across No.1 Travel Shinjuku Head Office
TEL: 03-3200-8871
Email: t.shinjuku@his.world.com
Equinox Shinjuku Bldg 4F 1-1-17 Kabukicho
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0021 JAPAN